Rhyme or Reason

Players: 2 or more

You need: 20 word cards with a Unit 2 Basic Word on each card, Unit 2 Basic Word lists, paper, pencils

How to play: Players use rhyme clues to guess and spell Basic Words.

• A player chooses a card, thinks of a rhyming word, and says the word. The other players check their Basic Word lists to find and write the rhyming Basic Word as quickly as possible. The first player to finish raises his or her hand. When all players have written the word, the first player says the Basic Word and spells it. If the player is correct, he or she receives five points, takes the next Basic Word card, and says a rhyming word.

• If a player draws a card with no reasonable rhyming words, he or she says, “I have no rhyme, so my clue is . . .” The player then provides a clue for the word, such as a synonym or a riddle. Continue until all Basic Word cards have been used. The player with the most points wins.

mute—cute

terrain—refrain

bracelet—This is an arm ring.